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 Pursuant to the disclosure requirements in 47 C.F. R. 73.3526(11)(i), and during the quarter referenced above, this station 
provided information to its viewers regarding the following significant issues, including: 
 

Business 
Children and Youth 

Community 
Consumer Issues 

COVID-19 
Economy 
Education 

Employment 
Environment 
Government 

Health/Healthcare 
Law Enforcement 
Local Government 

Mental Health 
Military/Veterans Affairs 

Minority Issues 
Transportation  

  



Channel Issue Time Date Duration Title of Program Narrative Description
17 Economy 5:00 PM 1/1/2021 1:52 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 A New Year means a new outlook for many. It can also mean a new way of doing thing, such is the way at the 

Virginia Beach Oceanfront. Ten on Your Side's Brett Hall explains how the city is considering stimulating the 
tourism industry after being hard by the Coronavirus pandemic.

17 Economy 6:15 PM 1/1/2021 1:48 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 A New Year means a new outlook for many. It can also mean a new way of doing thing, such is the way at the 
Virginia Beach Oceanfront. Ten on Your Side's Brett Hall explains how the city is considering stimulating the 
tourism industry after being hard by the Coronavirus pandemic.

17 Health/Healthcare 
Economy

5:00 PM 1/1/2021 1:43 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 If you woke up in a panic because you forgot or couldn't spend all the money in your Flexible spending plan, 
you can breath easier. The new COVID relief bill will allow FSA money to roll over into the New Year. Here's 
what you need to know.

17 Minority Issues 5:30 PM 1/1/2021 1:44 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 2020 was a tumultuous year for the City of Portsmouth. The city by the sea made national headlines when the 
Confederate Monument fell. Black leaders were charged with crimes and City Government was in a tail spin. 
On this first day of 2021, the head of the Portsmouth NAACP has set a new course with hopes of  improved 
race relations.  

17 COVID-19 4:00 PM 1/4/2021 1:44 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 So far Virginia has received and distributed close to half a million doses of the COVID-19 vaccine. About 90 
thousand of those shots have already been given. Ten on Your Side's Kayla Gaskins spoke with health officials 
today about where the Commonwealth stands in regards to the vaccine roll-out. 

17 COVID-19 5:15 PM 1/4/2021 2:05 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 The rollout of the Coronavirus vaccine has been slower than expected across the country and the same goes for 
here in Virginia. So far of the more than 451 thousand vaccines distributed, at least 89 thousand doses have 
been administered. The focus has been on healthcare and other essential workers on the frontlines of the 
Coronavirus pandemic. Ten on Your Side's Kayla Gaskins talks to some healthcare workers who say they 
should fall in the first group to get the vaccine, but have no idea when they'll get their shots. 

17 COVID-19 6:00 PM 1/4/2021 2:02 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 The rollout of the Coronavirus vaccine has been slower than expected across the country and the same goes for 
here in Virginia. So far of the more than 451 thousand vaccines distributed, at least 89-thousand doses have 
been administered. The focus has been on healthcare and other essential workers on the frontlines of the 
Coronavirus pandemic. Ten on Your Side's Kayla Gaskins talks to some healthcare workers who say they 
should fall in the first group to get the vaccine, but have no idea when they'll get their shots. 

17 Economy
COVID-19

5:30 PM 1/4/2021 2:05 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 A recent survey shows three out of every five small business owners believe the worst financial impact of the 
pandemic has yet to happen. Our Chris Horne has more on the renewal of the Paycheck Protection Program.

17 COVID-19  
Education

5:30PM 1/6/2021 1:33 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 Decisions on when to return kids to classrooms evokes a lot of emotion on both sides. Less than 24 hours ago, 
Virginia Beach's Superintendent of Schools laid out his plan to begin in person learning again later this month. 
Ten on Your Side's Stephanie Harris spoke with Dr. Aaron Spence today about the decision and changes that 
would be made in schools moving forward.

17 COVID-19 
Community

4:00PM 1/7/2021 1:30 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 Foodbanks across the country have seen increased demand during the COVID-19 pandemic and that includes 
those here in Hampton Roads. Kroger and Kraft Heinz partnered together to donate thousands of dollars to help 
put food on the table for many. Ten on Your Side's Kara Dixon has the story.

17 COVID-19 
Community

5:00PM 1/7/2021 1:45 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Foodbanks across the country have seen increased demand during the COVID-19 pandemic and that includes 
those here in Hampton Roads. Kroger and Kraft Heinz partnered together to donate thousands of dollars to help 
put food on the table for many. Ten on Your Side's Kara Dixon has the story.

17 Economy 5:00PM 1/7/2021 2:09 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 More money is being poured into one of the most important parts of our area, the Port of Virginia. We've been 
reporting on the port's expansion over the last couple of years. Now another two million dollars in grants is 
coming from the federal government. This is all in preparation for self-driving trucks to come into and go out of 
the terminal. Ten on Your Side's Chris Horne has more on what that could mean for truckers down there.

17 COVID-19 
Military/Veterans Affairs

5:30PM 1/7/2021 1:35 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 Just yesterday, Virginia Governor Ralph Northam outlined goals and a timeline for setting Coronavirus 
vaccinations on the fast track. He wants at least 25,000 administered daily. Today another 3,200 doses were 
added to the almost 136,000 total. Vaccinations have begun at the Hampton VA clinic.

Programs



Channel Issue Time Date Duration Title of Program Narrative Description
17 Education       

Children and Youth
6:15 PM 1/7/2021 3:10 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 We all talked about how virtual learning just can't beat in-person classes, but it's what we have for now. Experts 

say that educational recovery after the pandemic will be very difficult for some students. Ten on Your Side's 
Aesia Toliver has that story tonight.

17 Minority Issues 11:15 PM 1/7/2021 1:41 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 A disturbing email sent to dozens of students is under investigation by the school district in Isle of Wight. The 
message contained racist, homophobic and vulgar language, but parents weren't immediately notified about it. 
Ten on Your Side's Geena Arevalo spoke with one parent who’s demanding answers, she tells us what the 
district is saying.  

17 Mental Health 5:15 PM 1/8/2021 1:37 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 For months we waited and wished for 2021 to begin. The New Year with new promise, that life would return to 
normal, but with all that's happened so far in January, our hopes could be taking a hit. I talked with a local 
psychiatrist about how to stay mentally healthy.

17 Minority Issues 5:30PM 1/8/2021 1:59 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 As the nation prepares for a new leader, it's clear a lot of healing needs to be done. The NAACP Virginia State 
Conference points to a number of issues, including systemic racism, that can start the healing process.

17 COVID-19      
Minority Issues

11:00PM 1/8/2021 1:56 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 During a virtual discussion about COVID-19 and health equity, Dr. Anthony Fauci joined the conversation with 
Governor Ralph Northam and other community leaders today.

17 Education       
Economy

11:00PM 1/8/2021 2:28 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 This week Governor Ralph Northam highlighted the importance of those arms belonging to teachers.

17 Mental Health 6:45 AM 1/9/2021 1:39 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY For months we waited and wished for 2021 to begin. The New Year with new promise, that life would return to 
normal, but with all that's happened so far in January, our hopes could be taking a hit. I talked with a local 
psychiatrist about how to stay mentally healthy.

17 Health/Healthcare 6:15 PM 1/10/2021 3:04 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 It's a crime hidden in plain sight, but the COVID-19 pandemic has made it harder for us to spot it in our 
communities. January is human trafficking awareness month and here in Hampton Roads, they've been busy 
every month working to help those affected by it. Ten on Your Side's Kara Dixon has more on what it's been 
like for the regional task force throughout the pandemic. 

17 Local Government 4:30 PM 1/13/2021 1:39 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 Now at 4, the appointment and unappointment of a city manager in Portsmouth. Last night, city council voted 
former councilman Danny Meeks into the top job. Then they voted again, and unappointed him. What was that 
all about it? Ten on Your Side's Andy Fox is breaking it all down.

17 Local Government 5:00 PM 1/13/2021 2:20 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 We continue to cover turmoil in Portsmouth city leadership. As we reported last night, city council appointed 
former councilman Danny Meeks to city manager. However, Meeks did not apply for the job, while 96 other 
people did. Ten on Your Side's Andy Fox is looking into this to see if it's a fair decision or a display of 
favoritism.

17 Law Enforcement 6:15 PM 1/13/2021 1:34 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Ten on Your Side spoke with Norfolk's police chief about combatting gun violence. Crime trended down last 
year, but gun crimes are going up. Our Regina Mobley spoke to Chief Larry Boone about the statistics.

17 COVID-19 11:00PM 1/13/2021 1:58 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 Officials in Norfolk and Virginia Beach don't know when Phase 1B of their vaccination effort will begin. Both 
city councils' had tough questions for the health director. Our Brett Hall has her response.

17 Education   
COVID-19

11:00PM 1/14/2021 2:25 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 The Department of Education released a 14 page document which includes a directive for school districts to 
carefully balance the risk of spreading COVID-19, as well as the risks associated with long-term effects of 
students not attending school in person. Consider it another round of homework from the state.

17 COVID-19         
Local Government

11:00PM 1/14/2021 1:54 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 Governor Ralph Northam set a short-term goal of 25 thousand new vaccinations a day in Virginia, but data from 
the state health department shows we average just under 12 thousand doses. To reach its goal, the state is 
expanding eligibility for the vaccines. Stage 1B of shots now includes people 65 and older. Our Geena Arevalo 
explains how the state plans to do it.

17 Minority Issues  
COVID-19

4:30 PM 1/15/2021 1:35 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 With much of Virginia moving towards Phase 1B for vaccine distribution, many are closer to making a decision 
about whether to get that shot in the arm. It can be a tough decision especially for those in the minority 
community.



Channel Issue Time Date Duration Title of Program Narrative Description
17 COVID-19 4:30 PM 1/15/2021 1:40 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 Virginians over age 65 have the green light from the Governor to schedule appointments to get the COVID -19 

vaccine, but where and how do they do it? Ten on Your Side's Stephanie Harris spent the day working to get 
answers for some frustrated seniors.

17 Community 6:15 PM 1/15/2021 1:35 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Back now with a big thank you from a local organization to front line workers across the area. We've told you a 
lot about Mercy Chefs going into disaster zones, now they're making sure the men and women working to fight 
Coronavirus are stopping to eat every now and then. Ten on Your Side's Marielena Balouris has more on this 
important effort. 

17 Community 11:00PM 1/17/2021 2:15 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 We're back with an effort to feed 5 thousand. Volunteers in Newport News honored the birthday of Doctor 
Martin Luther King Jr. by giving back to the community today. Our Tamara Scott has the details.

17 Community 5:15 PM 1/18/2021 2:00 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 This Martin Luther King, Jr day looks different this year. There are no parades or marches due to Coronavirus, 
but people are still honoring Dr. King's legacy with a day of service in Hampton.

17 Community  
Economy

5:15 PM 1/18/2021 2:07 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 The first year of a new business is hard enough, let alone during a pandemic, which forced many other 
companies to close their doors. One family-owned smoothie cafe in Virginia Beach is crediting the community 
for helping them stay afloat. New at 5, Ten on Your Side's Tamara Scott explains how they're celebrating their 
anniversary by giving back to the community.

17 Education      
Economy

6:15 AM 1/18/2021 1:54 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY This fall, football season both here in Virginia and North Carolina had to be cancelled because of COVID-19. 
There's still hope a shortened season will begin in a few weeks, but for smaller schools, no football has meant 
no funding. Sportswrap's Nathan Epstein has more in his special report, Busted Budgets. 

17 Education         
Economy

4:45 PM 1/18/2021 1:54 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 This fall, football season both here in Virginia and North Carolina had to be cancelled because of COVID-19. 
There's still hope a shortened season will begin in a few weeks, but for smaller schools, no football has meant 
no funding. Sportswrap's Nathan Epstein has more in his special report, Busted Budgets. 

17 COVID-19 6:15 PM 1/18/2021 3:08 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 We see the numbers every day relating to the pandemic. New cases, positivity rates, and worst of all, the 
number of people who have lost their lives. Tonight investigative reporter Chris Horne shows us a new set of 
data, the people who are driven to despair.

17 COVID-19 5:00 PM 1/19/2021 1:55 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 As Coronavirus continues to spread, the race is on to build herd immunity through immunizations. Virginia has 
administered more than 300 thousand vaccines. Almost 37 thousand Virginians have been fully vaccinated. Ten 
on Your Side's Kayla Gaskins is at a mass vaccination clinic at the Virginia Beach Convention Center where 
some private school staff got their shots today. 

17 COVID-19 6:00 PM 1/19/2021 1:55 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 As Coronavirus continues to spread, the race is on to build herd immunity through immunizations. Virginia has 
administered more than 300 thousand vaccines. Almost 37 thousand Virginians have been fully vaccinated. Ten 
on Your Side's Kayla Gaskins is at a mass vaccination clinic at the Virginia Beach Convention Center where 
some private school staff got their shots today. 

17 Community    
Minority Issues

5:45 PM 1/19/2021 2:40 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 Ten on Your Side is honoring Black History month by highlighting stories and people making a difference in 
the community. Our Kara Dixon is kicking it off with a Norfolk business that's working to help grow black 
financial wealth.

17 Community    
Minority Issues

11:00PM 1/19/2021 2:40 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 Ten on Your Side is honoring Black History month by highlighting stories and people making a difference in 
the community. Our Kara Dixon is kicking it off with a Norfolk business that's working to help grow black 
financial wealth.

17 Education        
COVID-19

11:00PM 1/19/2021 1:42 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 School officials in Virginia Beach are keeping a close eye on the COVID-19 metrics and it appears the district 
may be one step closer to welcoming back students. School board members held a special meeting tonight to 
discuss the plan. Our Geena Arevalo tells us what happened.

17 COVID-19 
Community

11:00PM 1/20/2021 1:41 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 Sentara Healthcare joins other Hampton Roads health chains to vaccinate some in Virginia's 1B group. Sentara 
is launching vaccination clinics for existing patients over the age of 75, but Ten on Your Side's Geena Arevalo 
tells us officials are asking for patience. 

17 Health/Healthcare 
Children and Youth

4:30 PM 1/21/2021 2:06 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 Tonight, in the General Assembly, there's an effort underway to literally save the lives of children impacted by a 
deadly disease. We reported on Krabbe Disease in December after the state rejected efforts to provide funding 
for the early screening. Ten on Your Side's Andy Fox reports, a local delegate will not give up to save the lives 
of impacted children.

17 Health/Healthcare   
Children and Youth

6:15 PM 1/21/2021 3:32 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Tonight the plea to help give life-saving funding for children suffering from a rare and deadly disease. Without 
early screening, children with KRABBE Disease usually die by the age of 5. In November, a Virginia State 
Health Committee voted against the funding. Andy Fox shows us, a local delegate who is trying again to secure 
that money.



Channel Issue Time Date Duration Title of Program Narrative Description
17 Community   

Education
5:15 PM 1/21/2021 2:01 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 The sudden switch to virtual learning with the arrival of the Coronavirus pandemic may have caught families 

off guard. After all not everyone has a proper workspace in their home free of distractions. Ten on Your Side's 
Kara Dixon is following-up with a business trying to set up students for success.

17 Community      
Education

6:00 PM 1/21/2021 1:31 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 With virtual learning continuing into 2021, a local business is continuing it's work to make sure students have 
desks to work on at home. Last year, we told you about Premier Millerwork's goal to get 500 desks out into the 
community. Well, they've exceed that number. Ten on Your Side's Kara Dixon has more on why the work won't 
slow down anytime soon.

17 COVID-19 4:00 PM 1/22/2021 1:38 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 First at 4, we are on your side working to answer the question a lot of you are asking. When can I get my 
COVID-19 vaccine? The Hampton and Peninsula Health Districts moved into Phase 1B of vaccinations today. 
Many other local cities move into the Phase 1B category next week. Today, Andy Fox was in Newport News as 
people received their shots.

17 COVID-19 5:00 PM 1/22/2021 2:00 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 We are digging deeper into what's holding up the COVID-19 vaccine distribution across parts of Hampton 
Roads. The Peninsula Health District started Phase 1B today, but vaccinations are not available for everyone 
just yet. It's been 2 weeks since Virginia Governor Ralph Northam set a goal of 25 thousand daily vaccines. The 
state is still averaging less than 20 thousand daily.

17 COVID-19 6:00 PM 1/22/2021 2:00 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 We are digging deeper into what's holding up the COVID-19 vaccine distribution across parts of Hampton 
Roads. The Peninsula Health District started Phase 1B today, but vaccinations are not available for everyone 
just yet. It's been 2 weeks since Virginia Governor Ralph Northam set a goal of 25 thousand daily vaccines. The 
state is still averaging less than 20 thousand daily.

17 COVID-19 4:00PM 1/22/2021 1:42 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 Norfolk will also be moving into Phase 1B for vaccinations on Monday. The city's Department of Public Health 
will expand COVID-19 vaccination clinics to those eligible, that includes frontline essential workers, people 65 
and older, and people in correctional facilities. 

17 COVID-19 5:00 PM 1/22/2021 1:56 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Norfolk will also be moving into Phase 1B for vaccinations on Monday. The city's Department of Public Health 
will expand COVID-19 vaccination clinics to those eligible, that includes frontline essential workers, people 65 
and older, and people in correctional facilities. 

17 Community      
Minority Issues

6:00AM 1/24/2021 2:40 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY Ten on Your Side is honoring black history month by highlighting stories and people making a difference in the 
community. Our Kara Dixon is kicking it off with a Norfolk business that's working to help grow black financial 
wealth.

17 Community    
Minority Issues

7:00AM 1/24/2021 2:40 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY Ten on Your Side is honoring black history month by highlighting stories and people making a difference in the 
community. Our Kara Dixon is kicking it off with a Norfolk business that's working to help grow black financial 
wealth.

17 Environment    
COVID-19

6:15 AM 1/25/2021 1:46 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY Even as vaccines roll out across the country, public health experts warn we can't abandon our masks any time 
soon. As we're still wearing them, they're still ending up on the ground. Ten on Your Side first reported the new 
problem of PPE litter back in late April, but at that point, mask wearing wasn't widespread. Now, nearly eight 
months into Virginia's mask mandate, here's an update.

17 Environment    
COVID-19

4:30 PM 1/25/2021 2:26 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 After months of seeing masks on faces to protect ourselves and each other, we continue to also see them on the 
ground. Ten on Your Side's Lex Gray has more on how this global problem is affecting our waterways, and why 
it may not disappear with the vaccine.

17 Economy         
COVID-19

5:00 PM 1/25/2021 1:49 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Rent relief, a large grant is helping greater Williamsburg residents stay in their homes during the Coronavirus 
pandemic. New at 5, Ten on Your Side's Kara Dixon explains how you could qualify to get much needed help if 
you're facing eviction.

17 Education       
COVID-19

6:15 PM 1/25/2021 3:03 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Many of your kids haven't been back in a classroom for nearly a year. Some school systems have tried, only to 
have to go back to virtual learning. This seems to be an issue for the cities of Hampton Roads, but the story is 
much different in smaller towns and counties. Ten on Your Side's Lex Gray found in school officials have 
successfully resumed in-person learning, with very few outbreaks.

17 Community     
Minority Issues

5:30 PM 1/26/2021 3:05 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Bidding farewell to a loved one with honor and dignity. For 67 years, Graves Funeral Home on Norfolk's storied 
Church Street, has been a pillar in the African American Community.  Regina Mobley joins us now with more 
as we honor black business leaders for our early start to Black History month. 

17 Military/Veterans Affairs 6:15 PM 1/26/2021 2:00 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Back now with a reversal of the rules when it comes to who can be in the military. The Biden administration 
quickly acted on a Trump-era ban on transgender people serving openly. The executive order was signed 
yesterday, just a few days into Mister Biden's term. Ten on Your Side's Tamara Scott has that story, new tonight. 
Tonight, we're hearing from a local sailor who talked to us when the ban went into effect in the first place. 



Channel Issue Time Date Duration Title of Program Narrative Description
17 Minority Issues

 COVID-19
5:00 PM 1/27/2021 2:03 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 The race is on to get the public vaccinated against Coronavirus. All of Hampton Roads is in Phase 1B. The state 

has finally hit their short-term goal of 25 thousand daily vaccinations. The next step is 50 thousand. Today 
underserved patients got their first shots at Sentara Ambulatory Center in Norfolk.

17 Minority Issues
COVID-19

6:00 PM 1/27/2021 1:44 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 It's a busy day at Sentara's offices in Norfolk, where plenty of people rolled up their sleeves for shots. It's part of 
the medical group's efforts to make sure people in underserved communities get protection against the virus and 
that they come back for the second shot.

17 Community 5:00 PM 1/27/2021 1:45 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 An organization based in Portsmouth is helping the relief efforts in Alabama after the deadly tornado rummaged 
through a town. Ten on Your Side's Tamara Scott spoke with the founder of the Mercy Chefs about their efforts 
and how they plan to provide more than 1,000 meals to those in need.

17 Law Enforcement
Community

5:15 PM 1/27/2021 1:59 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 The career of a firefighter is one of service, but today, a different call for help as the widow of a Norfolk 
firefighter desperately needed a new roof. New at 5, Ten on Your Side's Aesia Toliver shows us how a 
brotherhood of firefighters came to her rescue.

17 Minority Issues
COVID-19

5:30 PM 1/27/2021 1:30 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 Portsmouth's top prosecutor is encouraging African-Americans to get the Coronavirus vaccine. 
Commonwealth's Attorney Stephanie Morales got the vaccine yesterday. She is calling others to set fears aside 
and get the shot that can save your life.

17 Economy 6:15 PM 1/27/2021 1:35 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 We know how hard the pandemic has been for the local and national economy and your bottom line, but some 
area experts say 2021 will be better. Ten on Your Side's Stephanie Harris has more on how the region is 
expected to bounce back.

17 COVID-19 11:00PM 1/27/2021 1:55 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 Virginia Governor Ralph Northam says the state is taking steps to get more COVID-19 doses distributed across 
the Commonwealth. The federal government is stepping in to help, and state officials are also working to be 
more transparent. Ten on Your Side's Geena Arevalo tells us what they’re doing to ease the public’s vaccination 
frustrations.

17 COVID-19 4:45 PM 1/28/2021 2:46 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 The casualties of the pandemic go beyond the patients who are being treated, the collateral damage extends to 
the medical providers who are treating the patients. In his special report, investigative reporter Chris Horne 
shows us how their desire to heal people goes up against their own well-being.

17 COVID-19 6:15 PM 1/28/2021 2:42 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 The casualties of the pandemic go beyond the patients who are being treated, the collateral damage extends to 
the medical providers who are treating the patients. In his special report, investigative reporter Chris Horne 
shows us how their desire to heal people goes up against their own well-being.

17 Transportation 11:15 PM 1/28/2021 1:46 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 The Hampton Roads bridge tunnel expansion is moving full speed ahead. Tonight the public got an update on 
the project through a virtual open house.

17 Minority Issues 5:00 PM 1/29/2021 2:01 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 The NAACP has some ambitious goals for the 2021 Virginia legislative session, that includes criminal justice 
reform such as eliminating qualified immunity for police and eliminating mandatory minimum sentences.

17 COVID-19 6:15 PM 1/30/2021 1:30 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 This was the first week of Phase 1B vaccinations at the Virginia Beach Convention Center, and despite a line 
wrapped around the building this morning, people had nothing but good things to say about the experience. Our 
Aesia Tolliver has the story.

17 COVID-19 11:15 PM 1/30/2021 1:30 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 This was the first week of Phase 1B vaccinations at the Virginia Beach Convention Center, and despite a line 
wrapped around the building this morning, people had nothing but good things to say about the experience. Our 
Aesia Tolliver has the story.

17 Education
COVID-19

4:00PM 2/1/2021 1:39 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 Some Virginia Beach students return to the classroom tomorrow. Pre-K through 6th grade students and some 
special needs students who want to return to in-person learning can do that tomorrow. Ten on Your Side's Andy 
Fox talked to a student, a mother, and the superintendent about getting teachers and kids back in the buildings 
safely.

17 Education
COVID-19

5:00PM 2/1/2021 2:00 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Some Virginia Beach students return to the classroom tomorrow. Pre-K through 6th grade students and some 
special needs students who want to return to in-person learning can do that tomorrow. Ten on Your Side's Andy 
Fox talked to a student, a mother, and the superintendent about getting teachers and kids back in the buildings 
safely.



Channel Issue Time Date Duration Title of Program Narrative Description
17 COVID-19 5:00PM 2/1/2021 1:51 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 People in Currituck got the chance to get a COVID-19 vaccine at today's drive-thru clinic. Ten on Your Side 

recently reported on Virginians traveling to Northeastern North Carolina to get the shot. Albemarle Regional 
Health services announced they will serve people from out of state, but only after all North Carolina residents 
have been taken care of.

17 Education
Minority Issues

5:00PM 2/1/2021 2:00 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Today marks the first day of Black History Month. Ten on Your Side's Kara Dixon spoke to the Fort Monroe 
Park superintendent about the importance of learning history, not just this month, but everyday.

17 COVID-19 5:30PM 2/1/2021 1:40 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 You hear us report about those numbers from the Virginia Department of Health everyday. Tonight we have 
some new numbers and insight from a doctor conducting rapid COVID tests here over the last few months.

17 Education
Government

5:30PM 2/1/2021 1:49 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 A recently passed bill would allow school districts to switch to virtual learning instead of closing for a snow 
day, even after the Coronavirus pandemic is behind us. 

17 Education 6:00PM 2/1/2021 2:00 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Virginia Beach public schools are going to give the return to class a shot tomorrow, that includes Pre-K through 
6th grade and special needs students who want to return. Concerns remain for some, that COVID could make its 
way into the classroom.

17 COVID-19 6:00PM 2/1/2021 2:00 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 People in Currituck got the chance to get a COVID-19 vaccine at today's drive-thru clinic. Ten on Your Side 
recently reported on Virginians traveling to Northeastern North Carolina to get the shot. Albemarle Regional 
Health services announced they will serve people from out of state, but only after all North Carolina residents 
have been taken care of.

17 Health/Healthcare
COVID-19

6:00PM 2/1/2021 2:59 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 As of today, more than 843 thousand Coronavirus vaccines have been given out in the Commonwealth. Experts 
say it is a crucial in fighting the virus, but some people are hesitant to get it. There's a lot of confusing 
information out there, so we're here to help.

17 Employment
Business

5:30PM 2/2/2021 1:58 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 If you're unemployed and living in Portsmouth, you're not alone. At 8 percent unemployment, it's above the 
State average and currently the worst in Hampton Roads. Ten on Your Side Investigative reporter Chris Horne 
continues his series of reports with the owner of a one-person business waiting for benefits.

17 Minority Issues 5:30PM 2/2/2021 2:11 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 As we celebrate Black History Month, we are recognizing a local doctor. A renowned surgeon and 
philanthropist who has educated and inspired so many surgeons that they created a society to quote, "honor the 
principles this great man displays". 

17 COVID-19
Community

6:00PM 2/2/2021 2:05 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Virginia is getting a 16 percent boost in COVID-19 vaccine supply, but it's still not enough. The Western 
Tidewater Health District, which includes Isle of Wight, Suffolk, Southampton, and Franklin, canceled 2 clinics 
this week due to the short supply. The state is now distributing vaccines based on population.

17 COVID-19 6:00PM 2/2/2021 2:00 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 While many people are still waiting for word on when they can get the first shot and where, some have just days 
before vaccine number two is due. We're finding out that the confusion on getting answers about that is just as 
much of an issue.

17 COVID-19
Education

6:00PM 2/2/2021 1:50 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 As millions of people roll up their sleeves to get a Coronavirus vaccine, a lot of people have questions about 
how they work and what they do. That's why we're doing our series "Vaccinating Against The Virus", to help 
clear up some confusion.

17 COVID-19 11:00PM 2/2/2021 1:56 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 We've learned some of those pharmacies will be right here in Hampton Roads. CVS has announced 28 of their 
stores should be ready to schedule appointments a week from today. Ten on Your Side's Brett Hall explains how 
it'll work.

17 COVID-19 11:00PM 2/2/2021 1:50 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 Officials say, be patient, they are working as fast as they can. The Portsmouth Health Department says their 
waitlist stretches into the thousands. Ten on Your Side's Geena Arevalo has the latest on vaccination efforts 
there and what you need to know.

17 Education 4:00PM 2/3/2021 1:47 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 Portsmouth Public Schools have launched a new effort to create a safety net for children and adults who are in 
pain because of the pandemic. The program "Here to Help" was launched following a murder and one suicide 
last year.

17 Military/Veterans Affairs 4:00PM 2/3/2021 2:01 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 In the wake of George Floyd's death, the Navy announced plans to improve military readiness by helping to get 
rid of discriminatory biases sailors face. Now, they've released action plans they're working on to make the Navy 
more inclusive and diverse.



Channel Issue Time Date Duration Title of Program Narrative Description
17 Education

COVID-19
6:00PM 2/3/2021 1:59 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 The Governor's visit gave us a chance to ask about when we'll see more vaccines get into our communities. 

You're concerned and your local leaders are as well. We know more are coming to CVS stores next week, but 
will it be enough, and what about people waiting on the second round of shots?

17 Employment 6:00PM 2/3/2021 1:52 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Another battle over unemployment benefits, but this one takes a weird turn. A local woman, who's retired, got a 
statement from the VEC saying she received more than 14 thousand dollars in benefits. She never even applied 
for it, but now she's having trouble tracking down how it all happened.

17 COVID-19 11:00PM 2/3/2021 2:43 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 CDC data now shows Virginia is nearing the top 10 states for giving out at least one shot. Governor Ralph 
Northam acknowledges Virginia started off slowly in getting people vaccinated, and while we're doing a lot 
better than just a few weeks ago, there is still frustration.

17 Mental Health
Education

11:00PM 2/3/2021 1:46 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 There's no doubt the pandemic has shed a light on mental health and wellness, especially for students. The 
Virginia Beach school district is tackling the issue head on. A newly created mental health task force aims to 
provide support for students and staff even after the COVID is behind us.

17 COVID-19
Senior Issues

5:00PM 2/4/2021 1:43 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 People were turned away today from a COVID-19 vaccination clinic at Military Circle in Norfolk. The clinic 
was invitation only, but people started sharing that invitation link, leading to today's chaos. Ten on Your Side's 
Chris Horne talked to those turned away, including at risk senior citizens.

17 Local Government 5:30PM 2/4/2021 2:04 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 Emotions are running high during the stress of the Coronavirus pandemic, so much so that the President of the 
Virginia Beach Teacher's Union plans to retire after getting what she calls threatening e-mails.

17 Minority Issues 5:30PM 2/4/2021 1:38 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 The Figures are no longer hidden. Thanks to the book and movie, planet earth knows the story of NASA 
mathematician, the late Katherine Johnson. Do you know the name Samuel J. Scott? Ten on Your Side's Regina 
Mobley continues our coverage of Black History Month with the story of the last of the black engineers who 
played a major role in putting man on the moon. 

17 Transportation 6:00PM 2/4/2021 3:22 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 A high-tech crackdown is coming to Hampton Roads' interstates. VDOT is converting HOV lanes into express 
lanes on parts of I-64 in Norfolk, Virginia Beach and Chesapeake. Drivers who think they can cheat the tolling 
system to get a free ride should think again.

17 Consumer Issues 11:00PM 2/4/2021 1:57 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 With vaccines in high demand, scammers are using this as an opportunity to prey on the most vulnerable. Ten 
on Your Side's Geena Arevalo has a message from one woman who was targeted.

17 Minority Issues 5:00PM 2/5/2021 2:47 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 All February, Ten on Your Side is celebrating Black History Month. Kara Dixon takes us to Williamsburg 
where archaeology crews are digging up the past to help set a stronger foundation for the future.

17 Government
COVID-19

5:30PM 2/5/2021 1:40 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 New concerns about the growth of the economy is now accelerating the push for COVID relief by Democrats. 
They and President Biden, say it needs to happen asap, but republicans are still pushing back.

17 Education 6:00PM 2/5/2021 1:40 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Now, about getting the kids back into the classroom. The Governor said it's time. He said the data suggests it 
can be done safely, and he expects all school districts to get on-board.

17 Business 6:00PM 2/5/2021 2:05 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Sports betting is in part of the plan for Rivers, and you've likely seen commercials for online betting sites, just in 
time for the Super Bowl. It's the most heavily wagered sporting event all year, but only about 5 percent of all 
that money was bet legally. Investigative reporter Chris Horne looks at the rules and what it means for the two 
local casino projects.

17 Government 11:00PM 2/5/2021 1:52 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 Virginia has moved another step closer to ending capital punishment. The State House joined the Senate in 
voting to abolish the death penalty. If signed into law, Virginia would be the 23rd state to stop executing death 
row inmates

17 Minority Issues 6:00AM 2/6/2021 2:48 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY All February, Ten on Your Side is celebrating Black History Month. Kara Dixon take us to Williamsburg where 
archaeology crews are digging up the past to help set a stronger foundation for the future.

17 Business
Community

11:00PM 2/6/2021 1:35 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 One restaurant in Chesapeake closed their doors today as they put dining on hold to feed people in need. 

17 Minority Issues 6:00AM 2/7/2021 1:38 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY The figures are no longer hidden. Thanks to the book and movie, planet earth knows the story of nasa 
mathematician, the late Katherine Johnson, but, do you know the name Samuel J. Scott? In 1961, NASA 
quickly needed to fill several positions that were vacated when engineers moved to Houston. 24 year old 
Samuel J. Scott, with an aeronautical engineering degree from the University of Pittsburgh applied and was 
hired sight unseen, the rest was history. Ten on Your Side's Regina Mobley continues our coverage of Black 
History Month with the story of the last of the black engineers who played a major role in putting a man on the 
moon. 
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17 Community 6:00AM 2/8/2021 1:38 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY Over the weekend the Virginia Museum of Contemporary Art opened a new exhibit, Nourish. It explores 

different aspects of how we see food. Our Symone Davis was given the opportunity to shadow one of the artists 
involved to find out why this project for him, is soul deep.

17 Community 12:00PM 2/8/2021 1:40 WAVY NEWS 10 AT MIDDAY A Texas teacher is trying to inspire good deeds by showing how he spent his government stimulus check to help 
someone else.

17 Health/Healthcare
COVID-19

5:00PM 2/8/2021 1:54 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Even as Coronavirus vaccinations ramp up, access to the shot is not so simple. The supply still falls short of the 
demand. About 10 percent of Virginia's population has been vaccinated with at least one dose. A vaccination 
clinic in Norfolk today hoped to help the under-privileged get vaccinated.

17 Transportation
Community

5:00PM 2/8/2021 2:18 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Speeders threaten a Virginia Beach neighborhood. Chopper 10 flew above Mediterranean Avenue today as a 
resident says he's been reaching out to the city for 5 years. Now he's turned to Ten on Your Side's Andy Fox in 
hopes to get results.

17 COVID-19 6:00PM 2/8/2021 2:31 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 The Virginia Department of health says more than a million people have received a COVID 19 vaccine in the 
Commonwealth. As more people get the shot each day the question remains, when can we get back to normal?  
Ten on Your Side's Stephanie Harris looked into why the vaccinated are still told to wear masks and keep their 
distance.

17 Business 5:00PM 2/9/2021 2:01 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 The Coronavirus pandemic hit local businesses hard, some were forced to close,  while others found a way to 
adapt to stay open. Ten on Your Side's Kara Dixon is following up with the workshop who switched things up 
back in March.

17 Government 5:00PM 2/9/2021 2:04 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Should localities be able to opt out of the legal marijuana market? That's the question facing state lawmakers, 
now that bills to allow recreational sales have passed.

17 Minority Issues 5:30PM 2/9/2021 2:21 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 This month we honor those helping to move the nation toward equality for all. It's Black History Month, and 
there's plenty to remember and celebrate in Hampton Roads. Ten on Your Side's Lex Gray introduces us to 
Sharon McGlone, a retired Norfolk educator. As a young girl, McGlone was one of the first seven Black 
students to set foot in Spotsylvania County's all-white public schools. She shares her memories  and tells us 
what still needs to change, decades later.

17 Employment 6:00PM 2/9/2021 1:57 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 A Portsmouth woman says her battle over unemployment compensation, which she didn't request, or receive has 
been solved. The shock came when she got an expected tax form. The state wasn't much help so she called Ten 
on Your Side. Chris Horne has the update on how it all turned out. 

17 COVID-19 4:30PM 2/10/2021 1:37 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 Many organizations in Hampton Roads have been working to get the word out about COVID-19 vaccinations. 
For example, earlier this week we told you how churches have been crucial in outreach in black communities, 
but there's also another group disproportionately affected during the pandemic. Ten on Your Side's Aesia 
Toliver spoke with officials at the Hispanic Resource Center for Coastal Virginia.

17 COVID-19
Community

5:00PM 2/10/2021 1:42 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Half the population of the Western Tidewater region qualifies for the Coronavirus vaccine under Phase 1B, but 
with such limited supply, it's going to take a long time to service everyone. The one thousand spots for today's 
clinic filled up quickly. Ten on Your Side's Kayla Gaskins explains how a new call center is scheduling 
appointments.

17 Minority Issues 5:00PM 2/10/2021 1:57 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Angel Tony Riddick is the first, and hopefully not the last African American to hold this job. He is in charge of 
the information technology infrastructure, all communication systems and equipment for the state of New York.   

17 Education 5:00PM 2/10/2021 1:52 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 The Coronavirus pandemic has been a struggle for many students after classes temporarily switched to virtual 
learning. It's also impacting special programs such as the international baccalaureate diploma program, which 
sets students on the road to success for years to come.

17 COVID-19 5:30PM 2/10/2021 1:37 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 Many organizations in Hampton Roads have been working to get the word out about COVID-19 vaccinations. 
For example, earlier this week we told you how churches have been crucial in outreach in black communities, 
but there's also another group disproportionately affected during the pandemic. Ten on Your Side's Aesia 
Toliver spoke with officials at the Hispanic Resource Center for Coastal Virginia.

17 COVID-19
Community

6:00PM 2/10/2021 1:42 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Half the population of the Western Tidewater region qualifies for the Coronavirus vaccine under Phase 1B, but 
with such limited supply, it's going to take a long time to service everyone. The one thousand spots for today's 
clinic filled up quickly. Ten on Your Side's Kayla Gaskins explains how a new call center is scheduling 
appointments.
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17 COVID-19

Community
11:00PM 2/10/2021 1:54 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 As supply increases, other pharmacy chains will launch their own programs in Virginia. One is already testing 

out its online scheduling portal right now.  Rite Aid has partnered with the Chesapeake Health Department to 
vaccinate people.  Ten on Your Side's Brett Hall heard from one woman who says it was a good experience. 

17 Health/Healthcare 6:00PM 2/11/2021 3:33 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 The case of Eric Fletcher points out an aggravating problem with the Virginia Medicaid system for patients like 
him and their loved ones. He is 600 miles away, when he should be here in his home state.

17 Health/Healthcare
Consumer Issues

11:00PM 2/12/2021 1:47 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 The Virginia Beach Health Department is warning the public about vaccination scams. Officials say the culprits 
are sending fake emails for appointments hoping to steal your steal money or information.

17 Government 6:00AM 2/14/2021 1:58 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY The mail seemed to be coming more slowly. For some customers, that continued even into the New Year, and 
now there's a new plan in the works that could slow the mail even further.

17 Community 6:00PM 2/14/2021 1:45 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Today is National Organ Donor Day!  In Newport News, some residents got up bright and early this morning as 
they celebrated the day with a walk. 

17 Children and Youth
Health/Healthcare

6:00AM 2/15/2021 2:07 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY COVID 19 has impacted people of all ages and health professionals are saying that includes babies. From 
newborns to toddlers, parents and doctors are noticing developmental delays because of the lack of social 
interaction during the pandemic. Ten on Your Side's Aesia Toliver spoke to a local mom and pediatrician to 
find out what this means.

17 Minority Issues 12:00PM 2/15/2021 1:45 WAVY NEWS 10 AT MIDDAY As we continue to celebrate Black History Month, a college student in Georgia is writing short stories with the 
goal of helping kids feel proud of their race and heritage.

17 COVID-19 5:00PM 2/15/2021 1:56 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Today there were several clinics in northeast North Carolina offering a second dose of the Coronavirus vaccine. 
Ten on Your Side's Andy Fox was at the Sports Complex in Currituck County, with the message tonight from 
people who got vaccinated to those not willing to get the shot.

17 Children and Youth
Education

5:00PM 2/15/2021 1:59 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 As Coronavirus numbers begin to decline, schools are starting to resume sports, but that comes with restrictions. 
Some parents in Chesapeake reached out to Ten on Your Side's Kayla Gaskins concerned those restrictions are 
too tight.

17 Community
COVID-19

5:00PM 2/15/2021 2:13 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 To boost vaccination numbers, state and local health experts are pairing up with local faith leaders to educate 
communities on the COVID-19 vaccine. The goal is to encourage people to get out and get vaccinated.

17 Business
COVID-19

5:00PM 2/15/2021 1:55 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 You know the saying, when life hands you lemons, make lemonade! That's exactly what a Virginia Beach 
business owner has done during the pandemic. J and K Style Grill adjusted their business model and tells Ten 
on Your Side's Kara Dixon they're grateful to still be open almost 1 year later.

17 Local Government
COVID-19

5:30PM 2/15/2021 1:39 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 The health department is in charge of vaccine rollout in Virginia, but frustrated city leaders in Norfolk have 
stepped in to help citizens navigate the process. In today's Digital Discussion our Stephanie Harris talked with 
Norfolk City Councilman, Tommy Smigiel, about what the Mermaid city is doing to help with communication, 
vaccine registration and more.

17 Education 5:30PM 2/15/2021 1:58 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 A state audit found more than a dozen deficiencies when it comes to educating Virginia students with 
disabilities. Not enough transparency, failure to resolve credible complaints, and not enough support for 
students for life after school were just a few of the issues.

17 COVID-19 6:00PM 2/15/2021 2:01 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Today there were several clinics in northeast North Carolina offering a second dose of the Coronavirus vaccine. 
Ten on Your Side's Andy Fox was at the Sports Complex in Currituck County, with the message tonight from 
people who got vaccinated to those not willing to get the shot.

17 Children and Youth
Education

6:00PM 2/15/2021 1:59 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 As Coronavirus numbers begin to decline, schools are starting to resume sports, but that comes with restrictions. 
Some parents in Chesapeake reached out to Ten on Your Side's Kayla Gaskins concerned those restrictions are 
too tight.

17 COVID-19
Health/Healthcare

6:00PM 2/15/2021 3:11 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 The promise of a COVID vaccine brings us a little closer to that normal life we've been dreaming of for about a 
year now, but what's in it, is it safe?  Should everyone get it, and perhaps your biggest question of all, when will 
you finally get the notice that it's your turn. Ten on Your Side’s Lex Gray has spent weeks looking into how the 
vaccine rollout is going in Hampton Roads.

17 Local Government
Education

11:00PM 2/15/2021 1:54 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 The push continues to get students back into the classroom. Virginia currently has a patchwork approach to 
schooling. It's up to each district, public or private, to decide how best to educate student  Today, Democrats 
unveiled legislation requiring at least some access to in-person learning. 

17 Government
COVID-19

4:00PM 2/16/2021 2:00 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 Virginia has a new online COVID-19 vaccine registration system. It allows you to register to get a shot online 
through the Virginia Department of Health. Previously, local health districts handled  vaccine registration.
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17 Government

COVID-19
5:00PM 2/16/2021 2:00 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Virginia has a new online COVID-19 vaccine registration system. It allows you to register to get a shot online 

through the Virginia Department of Health. Previously, local health districts handled  vaccine registration.

17 Community
Minority Issues

5:30PM 2/16/2021 1:48 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 It takes the whole community to make change. African-American churches and  social organizations are 
teaming up with Chesapeake Regional Healthcare. Their mission is vaccinate 2 thousand people ages 65 and 
older. 

17 Business
Minority Issues

5:30PM 2/16/2021 2:35 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 Building a legacy based on much more than basketball. Norfolk's own NBA referee Tony Brothers is taking a 
shot at something new, fine dining. Now eating in a restaurant, of course he's done that all over the world, but 
owning it is something new. As we celebrate Black History Month, the very busy entrepreneur went on a fast 
break to give me the assist, talking about his new business and inspiring the next generation on and off the 
court.

17 Government
COVID-19

6:00PM 2/16/2021 2:00 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Virginia has a new online COVID-19 vaccine registration system. It allows you to register to get a shot online 
through the Virginia Department of Health. Previously, local health districts handled vaccine registration.

17 Military/Veterans Affairs 6:00PM 2/16/2021 1:44 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 We're getting an update on how the pandemic is being handled with our area's military heroes. Senator Mark 
Warner stopped by the Hampton VA hospital this morning. As we've reported, Warner has been pressing the 
facility to make changes with every day issues, but then COVID hit, bringing on a whole new set of challenges.

17 Government 6:00PM 2/16/2021 2:11 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Some major steps forward in keeping teens safe on the road. This push came out of tragedy for some local 
families. Three students from Tabb High school were killed in a crash back in 2019. One of the victims' parents 
contacted a local State Delegate in the time after the crash, now that legislation is finding success in both the 
State House and Senate.

17 Local Government
Business

11:00PM 2/16/2021 1:35 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 There is hope tonight for a shopping center the taxpayers helped build, that has been struggling in York county. 
Just hours ago, Board of Supervisors signed off on a plan to fill a former department store next to Water 
Country USA, with an idea quite unique to the area.

17 Education 12:30PM 2/17/2021 2:19 WAVY NEWS 10 AT MIDDAY Meteorologist Steve Fundaro explains why this month has been so cold and rainy, in the latest special report, 
Science With Steve.

17 COVID-19 5:00PM 2/17/2021 2:00 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Senator Mark Warner continues his tour of Hampton Roads. Today he joined Mayor Kenny Alexander at a 
COVID-19 vaccination site in Norfolk.

17 Minority Issues
Business

5:00PM 2/17/2021 2:00 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Last week we told you the City Planning Commission wants to build a new fire station where the skate park is 
off of George Washington Highway in the Cradock community. Turns out nearby Hard Times Skate Shop is one 
of the few black owned skate businesses in all of Virginia.

17 Community 5:30PM 2/17/2021 1:41 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 The COVID-19 pandemic has not just impacted schools and business, it's also affecting people's religious 
practices. For Christians, today is the first day of lent called ash Wednesday, with restrictions on large 
gatherings, Ten on Your Side's Aesia Toliver met with a Norfolk church finding safer ways to distribute ashes.

17 Minority Issues 5:30PM 2/17/2021 2:42 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 We continue to honor Black History Month with a story of freedom through faith. It comes from a tiny structure 
of whitewashed wood on the edge of a Hampton neighborhood. It is a hidden treasure that provided hope for 
Black Americans in their struggle for liberty just after the Civil War.      

17 COVID-19 6:00PM 2/17/2021 2:00 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Senator Mark Warner continues his tour of Hampton Roads. Today he joined Mayor Kenny Alexander at a 
COVID-19 vaccination site in Norfolk.

17 Employment 6:00PM 2/17/2021 1:55 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 People in Hampton Roads continue to have a variety of problems with the Virginia Employment Commission. 
Some are behind on their bills, waiting for their benefits to come through, others are getting tax documents 
listing benefits they never received. Ten on Your Side investigative reporter Chris Horne continues his coverage 
of this ongoing story.

17 Government 11:00PM 2/17/2021 2:08 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 Virginians looking for a COVID-19 vaccine can now get pre-registered over the phone. Today Governor Ralph 
Northam announced the creation of a new State call center. This comes the day after the Commonwealth 
launched a statewide registration website. Ten on Your Side's Geena Arevalo has what you need to know. 

17 Law Enforcement 4:00PM 2/18/2021 1:48 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 A drive-by shooting ended with scores of bullet holes in a Portsmouth home. Ten on Your Side received a call 
about the way the Portsmouth police handled it as the victim thinks the officer gave clear indication it wasn't 
urgent, because no one got hurt.  
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17 Community 5:30PM 2/18/2021 1:58 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 A Norfolk family needs your help. Every kid deserves the chance to just be a kid , like riding a bike, but for a 

child with special needs, that could mean special equipment and dollar signs.
17 Law Enforcement 6:00PM 2/18/2021 3:32 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 A drive-by shooting ended with scores of bullet holes in a Portsmouth home. Ten on Your Side received a call 

about the way the Portsmouth police handled it as the victim thinks the officer gave clear indication it wasn't 
urgent, because no one got hurt.  

17 Education 11:00PM 2/18/2021 2:00 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 Portsmouth Public Schools is staying the course and sticking with virtual learning for now. The School Board 
revisited its return to school plan at their meeting tonight, after Governor Ralph Northam directed school 
leaders to offer some form of in-person learning by March 15.

17 COVID-19 11:00PM 2/19/2021 1:43 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 We're learning tonight the federal government is going to double the doses they'll give to pharmacies each week, 
allowing other pharmacies to join CVS in vaccinating people.

17 Community 11:00PM 2/19/2021 1:53 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 Two local organizations are there helping with Texas relief efforts. Portsmouth & Virginia Beach based Mercy 
Chefs are handing out meals, water and supplies for residents. We’re told the need is even greater than 
originally expected.

17 Minority Issues 6:30AM 2/20/2021 2:22 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY There are more than 26 hundred historical markers along Virginia's highways, 350 honor Black History. Over 
the last two years, there's been an effort to add more, this includes two markers that will go up in Hampton 
Roads.

17 Military/Veterans Affairs
COVID-19

6:00AM 2/21/2021 1:58 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY The transition out of the military and into civilian work can be tough for any service member, at any time. The 
impacts of the pandemic only make that transition more challenging.

17 Education 12:30PM 2/22/2021 1:57 WAVY NEWS 10 AT MIDDAY A university in Texas is getting ready to help some students take flight, who might not otherwise get a college 
experience.

17 Military/Veterans Affairs 4:30PM 2/22/2021 1:36 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 The transition out of the military and into civilian work can be tough for any service member, at any time. The 
impacts of the pandemic only make that transition more challenging.

17 Minority Issues
COVID-19

4:30PM 2/22/2021 1:45 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 While progress is being made to roll out the vaccine to different groups and areas, there is still one group who is 
getting the vaccine at a lower rate, that's the African-American community.

17 COVID-19 5:00PM 2/22/2021 1:48 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 More boots on the ground in the fight against Coronavirus as several new pharmacies will be getting COVID-19 
shots this week.

17 Education 5:00PM 2/22/2021 1:37 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Some Newport News Public School students returned today for the first time in almost a year since the 
Coronavirus pandemic hit. Select students also returned to the classroom today in Hampton. The Chesapeake 
School Board meets tonight, but COVID metrics and their back to school plans are missing from the agenda. 
Students started returning last month.

17 COVID-19 6:00PM 2/22/2021 1:48 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 More boots on the ground in the fight against Coronavirus as several new pharmacies will be getting COVID-19 
shots this week.

17 Minority Issues
COVID-19

6:00PM 2/22/2021 1:45 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 While progress is being made to roll out the vaccine to different groups and areas, there is still one group who is 
getting the vaccine at a lower rate, that's the African-American community.

17 Local Government 4:30PM 2/23/2021 1:48 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 Only on 10, Andy Fox sits down with former Virginia Beach City Councilman and State Delegate Ron 
Villanueva. He was sentenced in 2019 after pleading guilty to defrauding the U.S. Government. Andy has 
Villanueva's only interview since he walked into the Norfolk Federal courthouse to turn himself in.  

17 Community 5:00PM 2/23/2021 1:35 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Even as Coronavirus case numbers fall, the economy has not yet healed from the pandemic. Food insecurity is 
still a very real thing. It gives hungry residents access to fresh food in a socially distant manner. Ten on Your 
Side's Tamara Scott shows us how valuable a service like this is even a year into the pandemic.

17 Employment 5:00PM 2/23/2021 1:39 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 The General Assembly is trying to improve Virginia's unemployment system as the Coronavirus pandemic 
exposes its flaws. However, many of those improvements are still months away from happening.

17 Minority Issues
Transportation

5:30PM 2/23/2021 2:28 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 Since 1927, more than 2,600 historical highway markers have gone up on the roads of Virginia to document our 
Commonwealth's rich history. Soon another one will mark black history in Gloucester County. Ten on Your 
Side's Kara Dixon shows us what's being honored and what it means for future residents.

17 Community 5:00PM 2/23/2021 1:35 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Even as Coronavirus case numbers fall , the economy has not yet healed from the pandemic. Food insecurity is 
still a very real thing. It gives hungry residents access to fresh food in a socially distant manner. Ten on Your 
Side's Tamara Scott shows us how valuable a service like this is even a year into the pandemic.
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17 Local Government 6:00PM 2/23/2021 1:48 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Only on 10, Andy Fox sits down with former Virginia Beach City Councilman and State Delegate Ron 

Villanueva. He was sentenced in 2019 after pleading guilty to defrauding the U.S. Government. Andy has 
Villanueva's only interview since he walked into the Norfolk Federal courthouse to turn himself in.  

17 Local Government
Law Enforcement

11:00PM 2/23/2021 2:01 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 Crime is trending down in Virginia Beach, that’s the latest from a police department briefing at a special city 
council meeting this afternoon. While that’s good news, the department is facing some challenges in getting 
people to join the force.

17 Local Government
Education

11:00PM 2/23/2021 4:09 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 There is a bill that would change the way you vote for city council and school board members in Virginia 
Beach. As we've previously reported , there have been efforts to get rid of the city. New tonight, Ten on Your 
Side's Brett Hall has the latest developments from the resort city and state capitol's current at-large districts 
model.

17 Local Government 4:00PM 2/24/2021 1:45 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 Former Virginia Beach City Councilman and State Delegate Ron Villanueva is continuing his conversation with 
Ten on Your Side's Andy Fox. He spent several months behind bars and was released to home confinement after 
pleading guilty to defrauding the U.S. Government. Only on 10, Villanueva is apologizing and talking about 
what prison did to him.

17 Government
Economy

5:00PM 2/24/2021 1:40 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 As the number of shots goes up and the number of cases goes down in Virginia, the Governor is ready to loosen 
some restrictions.

17 Minority Issues 5:00PM 2/24/2021 1:39 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Over the last year, there have been more calls to dismantle systemic racism. Tomorrow night, there will be 
conversation to educate people on the issues that contribute to the problem. Ten on Your Side's Kara Dixon 
explains what they'll be focusing on and why they want you to join in. 

17 Local Government 5:30PM 2/24/2021 1:45 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 Former Virginia Beach City Councilman and State Delegate Ron Villanueva is continuing his conversation with 
Ten on Your Side's Andy Fox. He spent several months behind bars and was released to home confinement after 
pleading guilty to defrauding the U.S. Government. Only on 10, Villanueva is apologizing and talking about 
what prison did to him.

17 Minority Issues 5:30PM 2/24/2021 2:50 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 The opportunity divide in America continues to plague communities, especially communities of color. As we 
continue honoring black history, Reyna Harvey visited one organization that is bridging that gap with help of 
tech giants. 

17 COVID-19 6:15 AM 3/1/2021 2:25 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY Nearly a year into the COVID-19 shutdowns, the effect the pandemic has had on higher education is coming 
into focus. Some institutions are taking a much bigger hit than others. Our Kayla Gaskins has looked into how 
local colleges and universities are faring.

17 COVID-19 4:00PM 3/1/2021 2:25 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 Nearly a year into the COVID-19 shutdowns, the effect the pandemic has had on higher education is coming 
into focus. Some institutions are taking a much bigger hit than others. Our Kayla Gaskins has looked into how 
local colleges and universities are faring.

17 COVID-19
Economy

5:00PM 3/1/2021 1:49 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Starting today, Coronavirus restrictions are rolling back in Virginia, that means more people at outdoor events, 
and last call for alcohol just got a little later. However, that doesn't mean bartenders are breaking out the bar 
stools. Ten on Your Side's Andy Fox explains why.

17 COVID-19
Economy

6:00PM 3/1/2021 1:50 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Starting today, Coronavirus restrictions are rolling back in Virginia, that means more people at outdoor events, 
and last call for alcohol just got a little later. However, that doesn't mean bartenders are breaking out the bar 
stools. Ten on Your Side's Andy Fox explains why.

17 COVID-19 6:15p 3/1/2021 3:02 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 With COVID-19 vaccinations underway in our area and across the country, there are two groups of people 
where questions remain, children and pregnant women. There is no vaccine option for children under the age of 
16 and if you're pregnant, is the vaccine safe for you and your unborn baby. Ten on Your Side's Katie Collett 
took those questions to local doctors.

17 Environment 12:15 AM 3/2/2021 2:08 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 Looking ahead, will a crucial part of Dominion Energy's offshore wind project come through your 
neighborhood? Company leaders say they won't know for sure, until they hear from you. A total of four public 
meetings will be held in the next two days on the subject. Ten on Your Side's Brett Hall explains exactly what 
they are looking to do.

17 COVID-19
Education

6:00PM 3/2/2021 1:30 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Ten on Your Side's Stephanie Harris has more on the information they're looking for.

17 Local Government
Education

6:00PM 3/2/2021 1:50 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 The pandemic has been tough on a lot of people. Teachers had to suddenly shift how they were teaching, 
however, most had no advance warning before transitioning to virtual learning. Now some are returning to 
class, while trying to balance everyone's safety. You could argue these educators are among the unsung heroes 
of the pandemic.Ten on Your Side's Kayla Gaskins tells us how lawmakers have approved raises for them as 
she explains how this came about.



Channel Issue Time Date Duration Title of Program Narrative Description
17 Economy 5:30PM 3/3/2021 1:46 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 An Austrian company is celebrating 60 years in the United States with an expansion in Chesapeake. Plasser 

American manufactures machines to maintain railroad tracks across the country.Ten on Your Side's Kara Dixon 
takes us to their South Norfolk groundbreaking, that will yield new local jobs

17 Economy
COVID-19

6:15PM 3/3/2021 3:30 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 To say it's been a difficult year is an understatement. We've all felt the effects of the pandemic in some form or 
another. No one was left untouched by it. Tonight, a look at what's changed here in Hampton Roads, and what 
we could see going forward.

17 Local Government
COVID-19

11:00PM 3/3/2021 1:37 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 The City of Suffolk is making strides in their efforts to get people vaccinated. As the state ramps up supply with 
the addition of the Johnson & Johnson vaccine, the city is working to expand access. Ten on Your Side's Geena 
Arevalo has details from tonight’s city council meeting.

17 COVID-19 4:45AM 3/4/2021 1:34 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY Time now to get a dose of clarity on the Coronavirus vaccine rollout. A viewer contacted us after an adverse 
reaction to her first dose of the vaccine that may have been prevented. She now wants to make sure this doesn't 
happen to anyone else. 

17 COVID-19 5:45AM 3/4/2021 1:34 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY Time now to get a dose of clarity on the Coronavirus vaccine rollout. A viewer contacted us after an adverse 
reaction to her first dose of the vaccine that may have been prevented. She now wants to make sure this doesn't 
happen to anyone else. 

17 COVID-19 6:45AM 3/4/2021 1:34 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY Time now to get a dose of clarity on the Coronavirus vaccine rollout. A viewer contacted us after an adverse 
reaction to her first dose of the vaccine that may have been prevented. She now wants to make sure this doesn't 
happen to anyone else. 

17 Health/Healthcare
COVID-19

6:00PM 3/4/2021 1:54 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 With so many people losing their health care coverage during the pandemic, the government has opened a 
special enrollment period until May 15th. Scammers are trying to take advantage by posing as reps, trying to 
trick you into handing over your personal information. Ten on Your Side's investigative reporter Chris Horne 
shows you how to protect yourself.

17 Environment 11:15PM 3/4/2021 2:18 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 Continuing coverage tonight on efforts to curb severe flooding in Virginia Beach, relief could be on the way 
sooner than originally expected. A report has been completed focusing on short term solutions to those southern 
wind tides that can cut off access to the southern part of the city.

17 COVID-19 11:00PM 3/5/2021 1:40 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 We begin tonight with an important message for anyone in Virginia. Who has signed up to get a COVID-19 
vaccine but hasn't been contacted to receive it. The health departments may actually be waiting on you. The 
state has added questions to their registration process. Ten on Your Side's Brett Hall explains what you need to 
do to make sure you get your shot. 

17 COVID-19 6:15 PM 3/6/2021 1:38 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 Cars lined up around the Achievable Dream Academy today in Newport News for the vaccine clinic put on by 
the city and Riverside Health System. Mayor Price was even there! Our Aesia Toliver has the story. 

17 COVID-19 11:15 PM 3/6/2021 1:38 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 Cars lined up around the Achievable Dream Academy today in Newport News for the vaccine clinic put on by 
the city and Riverside Health System. Mayor Price was even there! Our Aesia Toliver has the story. 

17 Community 5:30 PM 3/10/2021 1:46 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 Times of crisis can bring out the best in people. When demand for help during the Coronavirus pandemic 
spiked, Volunteer Hampton Roads answered. They tell Ten on Your Side's Tamara Scott where they see the 
biggest needs and how thousands of volunteers are stepping in to help.

17 COVID-19 5:00 PM 3/11/2021 2:25 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 The other big story at 5:00, one step closer to vaccinating the masses against Coronavirus. Virginia announced 3 
Fema community clinics, one will be here in Portsmouth starting next week. Ten on Your Side's Andy Fox is on 
your side getting details before the mass vaccination center opens.

17 COVID-19 6:00PM 3/11/2021 2:00 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 One will be here in Portsmouth starting next week. Ten on Your Side's Andy Fox is on your side getting details 
before the mass vaccination center opens.

17 Education
Community

5:30PM 3/11/2021 1:40 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 Just in time, a local career office that was closed is now open during the pandemic. Ten on Your Side's Kara 
Dixon shows us what services are now available.

17 COVID-19
Children and Youth

4:45AM 3/12/2021 1:36 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY A Virginia research firm is now testing a Coronavirus vaccine on children and it's looking for more young 
participants. I spoke with one teen about his experience with the testing.

17 COVID-19
Children and Youth

5:45AM 3/12/2021 1:36 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY A Virginia research firm is now testing a Coronavirus vaccine on children and it's looking for more young 
participants. I spoke with one teen about his experience with the testing.

17 COVID-19
Children and Youth

6:45AM 3/12/2021 1:36 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY A Virginia research firm is now testing a Coronavirus vaccine on children and it's looking for more young 
participants. I spoke with one teen about his experience with the testing.

17 COVID-19
Children and Youth

7:45AM 3/12/2021 1:36 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY A Virginia research firm is now testing a Coronavirus vaccine on children and it's looking for more young 
participants. I spoke with one teen about his experience with the testing.



Channel Issue Time Date Duration Title of Program Narrative Description
17 COVID-19

Children and Youth
4:30PM 3/12/2021 1:36 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 A Virginia research firm is now testing a Coronavirus vaccine on children and it's looking for more young 

participants. I spoke with one teen about his experience with the testing.
17 COVID-19 4:00PM 3/12/2021 1:43 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 We are a year and a day into the pandemic, how far have we come? Today, the Virginia Secretary of Health met 

with health leaders on the Peninsula and visited a vaccine clinic in Williamsburg, that's where Ten on Your 
Side's Andy Fox talked with Doctor Daniel Carey.

17 COVID-19 5:00PM 3/12/2021 1:48 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 We are a year and a day into the pandemic, how far have we come? Today, the Virginia Secretary of Health met 
with health leaders on the Peninsula and visited a vaccine clinic in Williamsburg, that's where Ten on Your 
Side's Andy Fox talked with Doctor Daniel Carey.

17 COVID-19 11:00PM 3/12/2021 2:25 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 In good news, vaccination numbers continue to increase. This weekend Virginia is poised to reach a milestone 
of 1 million people fully vaccinated. However, you may not be that excited especially if you are eligible now 
and still on the waiting list. Ten on Your Side's Brett Hall has the latest from state health officials on why they 
believe you will be getting your call very soon.

17 Education
COVID-19

6:15 AM 3/15/2021 1:47 WAVY NEWS 10 TODAY Two teachers from Newport News are in the spotlight now, as we honor educators who've excelled during the 
pandemic. In today's "Virtual Victories", we're meeting Ms. Arcelia Simmons of Heritage High School, and Ms. 
Jennifer Jarrett of Menchville High. When their students could not meet and practice in person, together, these 
two found a way to produce virtual choral concerts. 

17 Education
COVID-19

4:30PM 3/15/2021 1:47 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 Two teachers from Newport News are in the spotlight now, as we honor educators who've excelled during the 
pandemic. In today's "Virtual Victories", we're meeting Ms. Arcelia Simmons of Heritage High School, and Ms. 
Jennifer Jarrett of Menchville High. When their students could not meet and practice in person, together, these 
two found a way to produce virtual choral concerts. 

17 COVID-19
Education

5:15PM 3/15/2021 3:10 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 Tomorrow marks one year since Virginia schools shut down due to the Coronavirus pandemic. Since then, 
school divisions across the state have juggled safely getting students back in the classroom while also dealing 
with a teacher shortage. In this Ten on Your Side investigation, our Geena Arevalo breaks down the number of 
teacher vaccines in Hampton Roads and what's being done to close the gap.

17 COVID-19 11:15 PM 3/15/2021 1:37 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 11 An important message tonight for all healthcare professionals. The City of Virginia Beach wants you to help 
administer vaccines, it's part of a push to recruit volunteers ahead of an influx of vaccines.

17 COVID-19 4:00PM 3/16/2021 1:39 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 4 A massive vaccine site is officially open in Portsmouth. It's located at the Portsmouth Sportsplex, off 
Portsmouth Boulevard, seen here from Chopper 10. The goal of opening the site is to get COVID-19 shots to 
underserved populations of Hampton Roads. Ten on Your Side's Aesia Toliver got a look at the operations and 
found out how community members feel about it. 

17 COVID-19 5:00PM 3/16/2021 1:51 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 A massive vaccine site is officially open in Portsmouth. It's located at the Portsmouth Sportsplex, off 
Portsmouth Boulevard, seen here from Chopper 10. The goal of opening the site is to get COVID-19 shots to 
underserved populations of Hampton Roads. Ten on Your Side's Aesia Toliver got a look at the operations and 
found out how community members feel about it. 

17 COVID-19 6:00PM 3/16/2021 1:55 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 6 A massive vaccine site is officially open in Portsmouth. It's located at the Portsmouth Sportsplex, off 
Portsmouth Boulevard, seen here from Chopper 10. The goal of opening the site is to get COVID-19 shots to 
underserved populations of Hampton Roads. Ten on Your Side's Aesia Toliver got a look at the operations and 
found out how community members feel about it. 

17 Education 5:15PM 3/18/2021 2:47 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5 While the pandemic has put financial strain on many families and businesses, our schools suddenly have a 
windfall. Hampton Roads Public Schools have received 256 million federal dollars and more is on the way, so 
where are your tax dollars going? 

17 Minority Issues 5:30PM 3/19/2021 1:37 WAVY NEWS 10 AT 5:30 President Joe Biden and Vice President Kamala Harris are in Atlanta today to meet with local leaders following 
the slayings of eight people, six of them Asian women. The previous attacks against Asian people across the 
country and one case here in Hampton Roads.
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The station also aired the following public service announcements during the instant quarter:  

 

Type of Issue Duration Title or Narrative 

American Cancer Society 15 Seconds Road to Recovery 
Fundraising 15 Seconds We Promise Foundation 
Sickle Cell 15 Seconds Sickle Cell - Be the Match 
ACS - HPV Vaccination 15 Seconds HPV Vaccination 
PSA Bullying 30 Seconds Stomp Out Bullying 
Back to Healthcare 30 Seconds VHHA Back to Healthcare 
MLK Virtual Event 30 Seconds Urban League Virtual MLK 
American Cancer Society 30 Seconds HPV Vaccination 
ACS - COVID-19 Donations 30 Seconds ACS - COVID-19 Donate 
VAB Local News 30 Seconds VAB News PSA 
VAB Fun in Virginia 30 Seconds VAB Fun PSA 
VAB Community Programs 30 Seconds VAB Community PSA 
VA Living Museum 30 Seconds PSA VA Living Museum 
PSA Domestic Violence 30 Seconds Local Domestic Violence Awareness Hotline 
PSA ACS 30 Seconds Road to Recovery ACS 
Women Heart Disease 30 Seconds AHA - Women Heart Disease 
Sickle Cell 30 Seconds Sickle Cell - Be the Match 
ACS - HPV Vaccination 30 Seconds HPV Vaccination 
Elder Abuse 30 Seconds Commonwealth Attorney - Elder Abuse 
Matching Donor 30 Seconds Perfect Match 
Sickle Cell 30 Seconds Be The Match 
COVID Awareness 30 Seconds COVID Vaccine Awareness 
COVID Testing 45 Seconds Norfolk Pastors COVID Testing 

PSA VA Living Museum 60 Seconds VA Living Museum 

PSA Freedom of the Press 60 Seconds Freedom of the Press 
PSA Sickle Cell 60 Seconds Sickle Cell - Be the Match 

PSA Schoolboard 60 Seconds Join Local Schoolboard 

COVID Vaccination 60 Seconds EVMS COVID Vaccine 
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